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in agile software development, the team begins with a hypothesis that a product or service will meet the needs of a
customer. a collaborative approach is used to validate this hypothesis and identify areas for improvement in the
product. this process is iterative, and the team works to meet customer needs and improve the product. in traditional
waterfall software development, a project goes through a series of fixed phases. in agile development, the phases are
dynamic, and as product requirements are identified, the project scope is continually revisited. in traditional waterfall
software development, there is a single point of contact and the entire team is involved at the start of the project. in
agile, there is a project manager, and the team is initially involved. for agile software development to be successful, it is
important for the product owner to be engaged throughout the process. unfortunately, that level of engagement doesnt
happen in waterfall projects. in a waterfall project, stakeholders arent inclined to participate past the requirements
gathering phase and only re-engage during user acceptance testing (uat). unlike waterfall, product owners are very
active participants in agile sprints. this level of involvement gives them a sense of ownership that encourages further
engagement. our tm 2800 test bench is a complete biometric hardware and software solution, providing a single,
compact, test platform that reduces test complexity and enhances security. the platform incorporates the latest
technology and uses a standardized and secure connection to a host computer.
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